Agenda

Getting to the Goal:
Supporting Teams to Write Functional Goals and Objectives
For Community Preschool Programs

Thursday, March 2

9:00   Good Morning!
       Introductions and Project Background
       Outcomes and Agenda Review

9:30  Why now? What difference? Why me? So what!!
       Key concepts for content presentation
       Legal and theoretical frameworks

10:30 Break and Journey Activity, Part 1

10:50  Key concepts, cont.
       Practical aspects: Linking assessment to intervention
       Intervention planning and implementation
       Data collection

12:00 Lunch and the Journey continues

1:00   Application of the concepts:
       Case study practice and team discussion

2:30  Break and Journey Reflections

3:00  Case presentations

3:45  Summary, Evaluation and Journey Synthesis

Friday, March 3

9:00   Training strategies: Getting to the Goal
       Using self-evaluation to get to the goal
       Getting the group to get to the goal: Group facilitation strategies
       Asking and answering questions

10:30 Break

10:45 Making a difference that lasts...modeling and mentoring

12:00 Lunch

12:45 Framing the Training

2:00  Synthesis, Evaluation, Plans for Follow up